High-resolution protein-protein docking by global optimization: recent advances and future challenges.
A computational protein-protein docking method that predicts atomic details of protein-protein interactions from protein monomer structures is an invaluable tool for understanding the molecular mechanisms of protein interactions and for designing molecules that control such interactions. Compared to low-resolution docking, high-resolution docking explores the conformational space in atomic resolution to provide predictions with atomic details. This allows for applications to more challenging docking problems that involve conformational changes induced by binding. Recently, high-resolution methods have become more promising as additional information such as global shapes or residue contacts are now available from experiments or sequence/structure data. In this review article, we highlight developments in high-resolution docking made during the last decade, specifically regarding global optimization methods employed by the docking methods. We also discuss two major challenges in high-resolution docking: prediction of backbone flexibility and water-mediated interactions.